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Chile The flag of Chile is a tricolor consisting of a vertical bicolor red-white-blue, with the right canton in red and the left canton in white. The state of Chile has the proper jurisdiction to adopt or refuse the use of this flag, based on article 104 of the Civil Code of 1857. Currently, the flag is most commonly used by state institutions and
commercial entities and it is present as the flag of Chile on many coins. El Salvador The flag of El Salvador, was adopted in 1964 and used as a national flag until 1986. After then, it was replaced with a new version of the flag that has the form of a vertical bicolor red-white-blue flag with the right canton in red and the left canton in
white. This version of the flag is the current flag of El Salvador. India The flag of India is a tricolor of green, white, and saffron, called the Tricolor, that has a horizontal ratio of 2:3:1. The colours of the flag represent the three branches of the government: the executive, the judicial, and the legislative. The flag is also commonly used as a
tricolor military standard for the armed forces. Indonesia The flag of Indonesia consists of three stripes of red, white, and blue. The colors were chosen to resemble the flag of the Dutch East Indies from which the Republic of Indonesia was founded. The flag represents the unity of the Republic, represents the different regions of the
nation and the three corners of the country, and stands for the three pillars of Indonesian statehood: the national language (Bahasa Indonesia) the official religion (Islam) the concept of rakyat (people) The national motto of Indonesia is Merdeka (Independence), written in Latin characters on a golden background. The same motto appears
on the flag on a green background. Italy The flag of Italy is a bicolor of red and white. The red side of the flag is on the right and the white side is on the left. The flag is first and foremost a civil flag and is officially called the Flag of the Free State of Andorra, a country associated with the Italian Republic as it was a protectorate of the
Kingdom of Italy. The flag of Italy can also be used as a military standard. Republic of Ireland The flag of Ireland
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or if they are seen as having never seen a product they have not seen. loyalty to a brand or store, the connection between a product or outlet and a consumer that. to obtain information about the product and its advertising, i.e. to the target market. For this, not only promotional activities at retail outlets can be used, but also in other places
where. To do this, you can use methods such as tasting, distribution. To do this, you can use not only promotional events at retail outlets, but also in other places where. To do this, you can use not only promotional events in retail outlets, but also in other places where . fffad4f19a
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